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Today it is obvious that topology and uniformity and the many related 
theories, have and will have a fundamental play in applied sciences. Every 
representation of real entities in a mathematical language necessarily implies 
a topological study of its goodness; it is a problem of linguistic translation 
continuity, as defined by Hammer [ 71 (this translation must preserved some 
important features of the original). The power of actual digital computers 
enables us to use new ways in automatic pattern recognition, but at the same 
time it shows us the many difficulties we encounter in searching a proper 
formulation of the topological concepts that everyone has in mind and uses 
in a naturally and more or less conscientious fashion. One of the first 
axiomatisations of the concept of topological space was done by Hausdorff, 
and it is not so old. It is only recently that some authors have thought if 
necessary to generalize these concepts and have obtained practical 
applications, for instance, Appert [ 11, Hammer [6, 71, Brissaud [3], 
Mougeot Auray Duru [2]. This has been especially motivated by the 
necessity of finding new concepts which well apply to finite sets and approx- 
imations, as Hammer remarks: “Topologists actually had one model in ind, 
the real continuum and its generated Euclidean spaces but not approximation 
and certainly not finite sets.” We think that the effort of interpretation and 
application to many fields, such as linguistics, system theory, and education, 
made by Hammer is of great importance ([7] and its references). 
An important discovery in system theory, which has been inforpally 
stated as a principle by Zadeh [ 111, is: “As the complexity of a system 
increases our ability to make precise and yet significant statements about its 
behaviour diminishes until a threshold is reached beyond which precision 
and significance become almost mutually exclusive characteristics.” This 
principle is very close to limit problems and paradoxes encountered by 
physicians, in particular, the similitude with the Heisenberg uncertainty prin- 
ciple is clear. It is certainly a motivation for the use of fuzzy set theory. But 
these two aspects (pretopology or extended topology as named by Hammer, 
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and fuzzy sets as named by Zadeh) have some common goals and their 
conjoint use gives us a powerful tool. 
Some research, in this way, has given interesting generalizations such as 
the concepts of fuzzy topological space, introduced by Chang [4], and of 
fuzzy metric and applications have been made to the fields of economy and 
of quantitative geography, for instance, by the Ponsard laboratory [9]. Our 
contribution is about the study of fuzzy pretopologies and fuzzy preunifor- 
mities. In this paper we give the main results we obtain about fuzzy 
pretopologies. 
In the first part we define a fuzzy pretopology by the use of its fuzzy 
adherence. Then we define the concepts of fuzzy trace pretopology and of 
continuity. We also describe properties such as compactness and connec- 
tedness; the definitions we use are new and even in the particular case of 
fuzzy topological space they are different from the classical ones. As in the 
non-fuzzy situation these properties are preserved by continuous 
applications. 
In the second part we build a fuzzy pretopology by the use of what we call 
fuzzy preneighbourhoods. We show that this building can be done in another 
way which is simpler and enables us to give results of the same type as the 
representation theorem of Negoita and Ralescu [8, p. 271. 
This representation result enables us to give interpretations of compactness 
and connectedness which seem appropriate for applications. 
1. FUZZY PRETOPOLOGICAL SPACES 
A pretopology on a set E can be described by the giving of a ternary prox- 
imity relation on E, or by a relation on E x E when the pretopology is 
derived from a preuniformity. In order to extend these concepts to the fuzzy 
case, we only have to consider that these relations are fuzzy. But this way is 
not so obvious as it seems, so we begin by way of defining a fuzzy 
adherence. 
Let us first define some notations and conventions: 
We underline with - symbols which refer to non-fuzzy concepts. 
We note S(E) the set of the fuzzy subsets of E. Every fuzzy concept we 
use is fuzzy in the sense of Zadeh [lo], but our results can be translated 
without diffkulty to the case of L-fuzzy set in the sense of Goguen [ 5 1, when 
L is a complete lattice for which the representation theorem (8, p. 271 holds. 
DEFINITION 1. A fuzzy pretopology on a set E is described by an 
application P of g(E) into B(E), which verifies: 
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Pl:a(0)=0. 
P2: a(A) xA, for every A E S(E). (E, a) is then said to be a fuzzy 
pretopological space. 
Sometimes we suppose that a verifies some additional properties, for 
instance : 
DEFINITION 2. Let (E, a) be a fuzzy pretopological space, and let us 
consider the following properties : 
P3: For every A and B E g(E), such that A 1 B we have a(A) 1 a(B). 
(E, a) is then said to be of type I. 
P4: For every A and B E S(E) we have a(,4 U B) = a(A) U u(B). 
(E, a) is then said to be of type D. 
P5: For every A E g(E) we have u*(A) = ~(a@)) = u(A). (E, a) is 
said to be of type S. 
A fuzzy pretopological space which is of type I, D, S is a fuzzy 
topological space and a is its Kuratowsky closure. We define the fuzzy 
interior of a fuzzy subset by: 
DEFINITION 3. Let (E, a) be a fuzzy pretopological space, we define the 
fuzzy interior application i: g(E) + S(E) by: i(A) = (a@‘))‘. 
Then it is clear that the properties Pl to P5 become for the application i: 
Pl: i(0)=0; 
P2: VA E S(E), i(A) CA; 
P3: \dA,BES(E),AcB*i(A)ci(B); 
P4: VA,BEg(E),i(AnB)=i(A)ni(B); 
P5: VA E g(E), i’(A) = i(A). 
We now define an ordered structure on the set of the fuzzy pretopologies 
on E. This structure is induced by the inclusion on 5(E). 
DEFINITION 4. a, is said to be weaker than a,, and we note a, < uZ, if 
and only if for every A E g(E) we have a,(A) c u,(A). If a, # a, then a, is 
said to be strictly weaker than a,, and we note a, < a,. 
We easily find (we have omitted the proof which is obvious): 
PROPOSITION 1. The set of the fuzzy pretopologies on E endowed with 
the relation < becomes a complete lattice. 
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We then note supIE, a, = V lE,al the least upper bound pretopology, which 
verifies: (Vi,, a,)(A) = lJ1,, a,(A), and inf,,, ai = AiEl a, the greatest lower 
bound pretopology, which verifies (A\isf a!)(A) = niEI ai( 
It is interesting to note that with these operations we can loose the 
properties P4, P5. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let ai lie, be a family offuzzy pretopologies on E. If the 
a, are of type1 then /\iClai and Viclai are also of type I. Zf the ai are of 
type D then vielai is of type D. Zf the ai are of type S then Aic/ ai is of 
type S. 
Proof. If the a, are of type I then A 1 B implies a,(A) 2 a,(B), for every 
i E I. So n,,, a,(A) I) nielai(B), and (Ji,, a,(A) I> UiE, a,(B), which proves 
that A,,[ ai and ViG, a, are also of type I. 
If the a, are of type D then ai(A U B) = a,(A) U a,(B), for every i E I. 
So (Vi,, ai)(A U B) = Uisl ai(A UB) = (Ui,, ai(A))U (Uier a@)). which 
proves that ViE, a, is of type D. 
If the a, are of type S then a:(A) = a,(A), for every i E I. So (A,,, ai)’ (A) 
= nisi a,(fL, akW = (flk, 4(4) n <fli,j %(a#))) = (f-list 44)) 
n (fh,, ai(ajW) = (Al,, a,)(A), which proves that (Ai,, ai)* < (Ai,, a,). 
On the other hand by P2 we have (Ai,,ai)* (A) =I (Ai,, a,)(A) and this 
proves the equality, and, therefore, that Ais, a, is of type S. In particular, if 
the a, are associated to fuzzy topologies then AiEI a, is generally only a 
fuzzy pretopology of type I S, and ViEI a, a fuzzy pretopology of type I D. 
We now go to the definition of continuity and of the trace of a fuzzy 
pretopology. 
DEFINITION 5. Let (E, a) be a fuzzy pretopological space and A be a 
fuzzy subset of E. We note aA the trace of a on A, defined by: 
a,d(B) = a(B) n A, this for every subset B of A. 
PROPOSITION 3. The trace aA defines a pretopology on A, it verifies: 
--a,(O) = 0. 
-For every B c A, we have a,(B) I) B. 
The properties P3, P4 and P3 and P5 together, are hereditary properties. 
Proof. The first part is obvious. Let us suppose that a varifies P3, so for 
every B c C c A we have a(B) c a(C), so a,(B) c a,(C). The heredity of P4 
comes from a,(B U C) = (a(B) U a(C)) f7 A = a,(B) U a,(C). If a verities 
P3 and P5 we have (with B c A) a:(B) = a(a(B)n A)nA, but 
a(B) n A c a(B) implies a(a(B) n A) c a*(B) = a(B), so a(a(B) n A) n A = 
a:(B) c a(B) n A = a,(B). But a,(a,(B)) 1 a,(B), and these two inclusions 
prove that a:(B) = a,(B), so aA verifies P3 and P5. 
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DEFINITION 6. Let f be an application of (E, a) into (J’, b) (two fuzzy 
pretopological spaces), f is said to be a continuous application if one of the 
two equivalent assumptions is verified : 
-For every A E B(E) we have f (a(A)) c b(f (A)). 
-For every B c s(F) we have a(f-‘(B)) cf -‘(b(B)). 
The proof of the equivalence is obvious. 
By considering the trace we can state: 
PROPOSITION 4. Let f be a continuous applications of (E, a) into (F, b) 
(two fuzzy pretopological spaces), and A be a non-empty fuzzy subset of E. 
Then f is a continuous application of (A, aA) into (F, b) in the sense that 
-For every C c A, we have f (a,(C)) c b(f(C)). 
Proof. f(a, (C)) = f (a(C) n A) c f(a(C>) n f (A ), but with the 
continuity we have f@(C)) c b(f(C)), which implies f (a,(C)) c b(f(C)). 
We now go to the important problem of compactness and of connec- 
tedness, in fact, for these concepts we can principally find two extensions; 
one of them corresponds with the classical definitions in the case where we 
have a topology, the other seems to us more convenient and is new. 
Particularly the second definitions have direct and simple interpretations in 
the case of fuzzy pretopologies generated by fuzzy-preneighbourhoods. 
We first define the degree of non-vacuity of a fuzzy subset. 
DEFINITION 7. Let o be an application of a(E) into [Ol ] (or into L in 
the case of L-fuzzy set in the sense of Guoguen), v, is said to be a degree of 
non-vacuity (it associates to every fuzzy subset a number which represents 
the fact that it is more or less void) if it verities: 
--p(0) = 0. 
-p(A) = 1 if there exists x such that ,u~(x) = 1. 
-A 1 B implies p,(A) 2 p(B). 
In particular p(A) = supxeEpA (x) is a degree of non-vacuity, it is this 
formula that we will use in the sequel. 
We are now able to give the two definitions of compactness. 
DEFINITION 8. Let (E, a) be a type-1 fuzzy pretopological space, then E 
is said to be l-compact if and only if for every family A, JIEI of fuzzy subsets 
of E which verities: n,,, A, f 0 (for every finite subset I0 of I), we can 
assert that n Isl a(A ,) f 0. 
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We remark that if a is of type D S we have the classical definition, 
because we can take the family A; lip, with Ai = a(A,), and then 
fh @‘,I = n,,, A’,. 
DEFINITION 9. Let (E, a) be a type-1 fuzzy pretopological space, then E 
is said to be 2-compact if and only if for every family Ai lia, of fuzzy subsets 
of E which verifies: 9((7,+ A,) > a, this for every finite subset I, of Z (we 
say that A, L verifies an a-finite intersection property), we can assert that 
P(nisI a(Ai)) 2 a. 
In the sequel we will only consider the 2-compactness, but the results we 
present can be transposed to the l-compactness. We now define the 2- 
compactness of a fuzzy subset of E by the use of the fuzzy trace 
pretopology. 
DEFINITION 10. Let (E, a) be a space as in the preceding definition, and 
KC E a fuzzy subset of E. Then K is said 2-compact (for the trace on K of 
the fuzzy pretopology) if for every family A i lie,, A, t K, which verifies an a- 
tinite intersection property, we can assert that 9(n,,, a,(A,)) > a. 
We now obtain results which are closed to the corresponding ones for 
non-fuzzy pretopology. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let (E, a) be a 2-compact type-l fuzzy pretopological 
space. Then every fuzzy closed subset of E is 2-compact (K is said to be a 
fuzzy closed subset of E if a(K) = K). 
Proof. Let Aj liEI, A, c K, be a family which verifies an a-finite inter- 
section property. We have rp(nt,ta(A,)) > a, but A, c K implies 
a(A,) c a(K) = K, so 9(nI,, +(A,)) = 9(ni,[ a(A,)) 2 a, which proves that 
K is 2-compact. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let (E, a) and (F, b) be two typ-I fuzzy pretopological 
spaces. Let fi (E, a) + (F, b) be a continuous application, and K a 2-compact 
fuzzy subset of E. Then f(K) is a 2-compact subset of F. 
PrOO$ Let Ai Its,, A, c K, be a family which verifies an a-intersection 
property. We note &‘(A,) the fuzzy subset f -‘(Ai) n K, and a’ for axI 
and b’ for bflKI. We have ni,,, f,‘(Ai) = f -‘(njEl,Ai) n K, SO 
rp(ni,,,f~‘(Ai)) = p(nl,,,Ai) > a and then fK’(Ai) Iis, verifies an IF 
intersection property. We deduce that 9(nisl a'( f ;‘(A,))) > a (because K 
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is 2-compact). But f is continuous, so we can write f(ni9, a’(f~ ‘(A i))) c 
niel f(a’(fK ‘(AI))) c fli., fW~ ‘(A i>>> 
a’(fjq ‘(A i)) c K 
c nip, b(Ai). We have 
SO we write f(niE, a’(&‘@,))) c (JiEl b’(Ai), and finally 
9ffL “fAi)) 2 GI which proves that f(K) is 2-compact. 
For the connectedness we can define two concepts as for the compactness. 
But for space reasons we only define what we call the 2-connectedness, 
which seems richer. The compactness definitions we have chosen correspond, 
in the non-fuzzy case, to the definition of Brissaud [3]. About connectedness 
many approachs are possible, based on the works about separation done by 
Hammer [6, 71, but for space considerations we only give an extension of a 
definition of Brissaud [3 1, which is, I think, the hardest to translate. This 
extension is not obvious to obtain, because we must choose them in order to 
obtain interesting properties. We have explored many equivalent definitions 
in the classical case, which do not give equivalent extensions, finally for 
reasons we have not the space to detail we choose: 
DEFINITION Il. Let (E, a) be a type-1 fuzzy pretopological space, then a 
fuzzy subset A of E is said to be 2-connected if it does not exist two fuzzy 
subsets F and G such that: 
-FVG=A 
An important property is that the continuous image of a 2-connected 
fuzzy subset is 2-connected: 
PROPOSITION 7. Let (E, a) and (F, 6) be two type-Ifuzzy pretopologicul 
spaces, and f be u continuous application from E into F. If K c E is 2- 
connected then f(K) is 2-connected. 
Proof: We note a’ = ax, and 6’ = bfCK,. We have, for every A c K, 
f (u’(A)) = b’df(A )), so f is continuous as an application of (K, a’) into 
(f(K), b’). Let us suppose that K c E is 2-connected but that its image f(K) 
is not 2-connected. There would exist two fuzzy subsets F and G such that 
FuG=f(K), F = U;=‘=, F,, G= Uy!l Gj, and v(UY= 1 b’(f’i) n 
(Jj’=i b’(G,)) < inf(yl(F), 9(G)). We note F-’ = f -l(F) f? K, G-’ = 
f-‘(G)nK, F;‘=f-‘(F,)nK, G,:‘=f-‘(Gj)nK. We have f(F-‘)=F, 
so 9(F-‘) = 9(F), and similarly 9(G-‘) = 9(G). Let us suppose that: 
9 
( 
ic, u’(F;‘) n ;g, uYC;‘)) d: infW% 9(G)) 
= inf(q(F- I), 9(G- I)), 
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we would have 
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f  /), d (F; I)) n f  ( jgl a’(G,: ‘)) ) -k inf(dF)3 9(% 
9 ( (j f(a’(Fl:‘)) n 6 .f(d(G;‘))) -$I inf(rp(F), 9(G)). 
i=l j=l 
But with the continuity assumption, we have: f(a’(F; ‘)) c b’(f(F,F ’ )) = 
b’(F,) and similarly f(a’(G;‘)) c b’(G,), SO we deduce that 9(uy= I b’(Fi) n 
uj?! r b’(G,)) k inf(rp(F), 9(G)), a contradiction. So we would have 
9(lJ7,, a’(F;‘)n tJy’, a’(Gj’)) < inf(cp(F-‘), 9(G-‘)), and K would not be 
2-connected, another contradiction. We then conclude that f(K) is 2- 
connected. 
An important difference with the non-fuzzy situation is that we cannot 
insure that only a decomposition in 2-connected parts exists, this comes from 
the fact that B(E) is not a complemented lattice. We remark that if Q is of 
type D then Uy-, a(Fi) = a(F) and we obtain an easier definition: A is not 2- 
connected if it exists F, G with F U G = A and 9(a,,(F) n u,~(G)) < 
inf(9(F), 9(G)). Finally if a is of type D S this definition becomes: A is not 
2connected if there exist two u-closed sets F and G such that F U G = A and 
W n G) < WdF;), 9(G)). 
2. FUZZY PRETOPOLOGIES GENERATED BY FUZZY PRENEIGHBOURHOODS 
We now study a particularly simple method of building fuzzy 
pretopological adherences. For this purpose we use the concept of fuzzy 
preneighbourhoods defined as : 
DEFINITION 12. A family of fuzzy preneighbourhoods at a point x E E 
is a family B(x) of fuzzy subsets I/ which verify ,u&) = 1. 
In order to build the adherence we take a similar way as for the classical 
case, but to qualify how the intersection Y n A, with V E B(x), is more or 
less empty we use the degree of non-vacuity. So we build the adherence by: 
~k4,(X) = wx(Uw 9 (A n v), it is obvious that if the preneighbourhoods are 
not fuzzy we find the classical adherence. 
PROPOSITION 8. The application u: 5(E) + 5(E), build by ,u~(,~, = 
infr%YYl.~, 9G4 n v) is a type-l fuzzy adherence. 
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Proof: It is clear that .U =(&x) = 0, for every x E E, so a(0) = 0. For 
every x E E and every V E %(x) we have ,I+(x) = 1, and then 
@$ fI V) &I,(X), which proves that a(A) 3 A. 
Let A, B be arbitrary fuzzy subsets with A cB, then for every YE Q(x) 
we have A /7 Vc B n V, which implies that cp(A n v) < yl(B n v), and by 
taking the intimum ,L+~)(x) <pcI,(,Jx) which proves that a(A) c a(B). We 
now give another way to build an adherence and we will later see that these 
two ways can give the same result. 
Let us suppose that with every y E [Ol] is associated a classical type-1 
pretopology gY and that if y, > y2 we have g, < 8,. We consider a fuzzy 
subset A and us a-cuts (4), = (x 1 pA(x) ) a}. 
For every YE [Ol] we can build the set ~,,((4)$, so we ask: can we 
generate a fuzzy adherence for A with the set #J(4),)? 
PROPOSITION 9. Let p, be a family of type-l adherences which verifies: 
y, > yz implies gY, < Q?~. Then the applicatioti a’ : S(E) 4 s(E) defined by the 
two equivalent wc~yvs: 
-&%4)(x) = sup{? lx E e,((P)J; 
-(a>)),= &<,8,((4),) 
is a type-l fuzzy pretopology. 
Proof. First we show that if yr > yt then ~,((4),,) c g,(@),). We know 
that (4)y,~(4)n and ~,,=b,~ and the gY are of type I, so we write: 
Q,.,((B),,) E Q,.,(@),) c ~~((4)~). But it is known that generally there is no 
membership function associated with the eA(4),,) lyEfo,l if we have not 
n,.,, s,<(4),> = !&A4M~ and this for every a. But we consider the fuzzy 
pretopology a’ associated with (a%)), = fJ y<a gJ(4),>, which well verifies 
a’(0) = 0 and a’(A) I A, because @i(4),) 3 (A), for every y. We prove that 
a’ is of type I, it is a consequence of the fact that the Q,, are of type I. We 
have A 2 B implies (4),3 (B),. for every y E [Ol 1, so eJ(4>,> ZJ Ed,) and 
(a’@ )L = fly,, s7CC4)J = (a’@)), = O,,, e~@)J, which proves that 
am 3 a’(B). We now show%& the two ways of building a’ are equivalent. 
We note a” the adherence built with ,u ofe&)= SUPIYIX E si(4)J. Let x be 
a point of (a~)),, then x E gJ(4)J for every y <a (because 101) is 
without hole), and then x E fl,,~j(d)J = (~2))~. Conversely if 
x E (QJ)), we have xqH4),) for every y<a and 
suP{Yl-re e)O4),)\ > a which implies x E (uz)),. We come back to the 
definition of a fuzzy pretopology by the use of fuzzy preneighbourhoods. If 
for every y E [Ol ] we consider the y-cuts of the fuzzy preneighbourhoods, 
and by this way we build a classical pretopology Q,,, we ask: Are the two 
constructions equivalent? The answer is given by: 
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REPRESENTATION THEOREM. Let E be a set with for every point x a 
fuzzy preneighbourhood family B(x). For every y E [Ol] we consider the 
family 9,(x) which is the family of the y-cuts of the fuzzy preneighbourhoods 
of ‘B(x). So we can build a classical pretopology a, by: a,(d) = 
{xl v v E g,,(x), yn 4 f 0). We now consider the fuzzy adherences: 
--Q(A) defined by Y,(~)(X) = i&5gx) cp(A n V 
--a’(A) defined by (~2))~ = n,.,, q,((A)J,for every a E [Ol]. 
Then these two fuzzy adherences are identical. 
Proof. If for a we have x E ~~((4)~) then (4),n (a?, f 0 for every 
V E B(x), which implies sup ,,EE~A,-,V(y) 2 Q, and this for every V E 9(x), so 
we have: 
inf sup pA,& y) = 6, >, a. 
VE‘NX) y&E 
Let us consider sup(y 1 x E @J(4),)} = 6, for the same point x, we have 
6, > 6,. Let us suppose that 6, > 6,, there would exist an a, with 
6, > a, > 6,, and a0 > 6, would imply x k? ~,,((4),,). So there would exist 
VE 23(x) such that (4),,n (y),, = 0, and so st~p~.~~~&y) < a, which 
implies inf, E5(X) rp(A n v = 6 < , , c+,, a contradiction. We then deduce that 
6, = 6, and this for every x E E, this proves the identity between these two 
adherences. 
These results enable us to find the conditions about the fuzzy 
preneighbourhoods in order to obtain a fuzzy pretopology of type D S, and 
give us an easy practical way to build the adherence. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let E be a set and for every y E [Ol ] we associate a 
type-I adherence a,, with the property: y, > yZ implies a,, < a,,. We build the 
fuzzy type-1 adherence a by taking for a subset A: 
b&g,, = n e,(w,.). 
j’< a 
if for every y a, is of type D then a is of type D. If for every 1’ gY is of type S 
then a is of type S. 
Proof We have shown that (E, a) is a type-1 fuzzy pretopology. Let us 
suppose that the p, are of type D, so we have: 
(a> UB)), = (-j e,((P),U @>,) = 0 e,((&k’ n Qy@),) 
y<‘L ?<a y< a 
= (Q&g), u (QgJ)), 
which proves that a is of type D. 
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Let us suppose that the 8, are of type S, we know that a’(A) 2 a(A). On 
the other hand we have 
(a&N, = n I?,((@)),) = n gy ( n eJ(4L). 
Y<O Y<= U<Y 
But e,<fl u<y eA4)uN = f-l,,, 0:((4),) = n,<y @J(P),) = (a&)),, so 
ny<a e,(@~)),) = n,,, (a(A)), which shows that u2(A)cu(A). We 
conclude that u’(A) = u(A) which proves that a is of type S. 
We return to the case of a fuzzy pretopology generated by fuzzy 
preneighbourhoods, and prove : 
PROPOSITION Il. Let (E, a) be u fuzzy pretopological space generated by 
fuzzy preneighbourhoods. If the fuzzy preneighbourhoods verifv : 
-For every x E E and V,, V, E B(x), we have V, f~ V, E 9(x), then a 
is of type D ; 
-For every x E E, a E [Ol ] and y E ‘B=(x), there exist Y E 9,,(x), 
p c J’, such that for every y E r we cun jkd y c y, W E Zl,,( y), then a is 
of type S. 
Proof: We know that a is a type-1 fuzzy adherence. If V,, V, E VI(x) 
implies V, n V, E 3(x) then for every yE [Ol] we have y, WE 3Jx) 
implies yn WfC 9,,(x). But 8, is of type I so gy(4 U 8) 3 g,(4) U Q,(@). We 
now prove the converse: Let us suppose that x E g,(4 U &3) and x 6 4~,(4), 
x 6Z Q,(B), it would exist y, WE 9jx) such that y n 4 = 0 and W n # = 0. 
But we would have yn WE ~Jx) which implies (yn c-v) n (4 U &) = 0 
and so x 65 ~~(4 u B), a contradiction. This proves that for every y E [Ol] 8, 
is of type D and a is of type D by the preceding result. 
We now show that the second condition implies that a is of type S. Let 
x E Q:(& then for every YE 2.3,,(x) we have yn p,(d) # 0. But there exists 
r E %Jx) with r c y and r n&j) # 0. For every y E r n&(4) 
there exist WE %JD,(y) and WC JC But y E e,(d) implies WnA # 0, so 
yn p # 0, and we conclude that x E g,(4) which proves that a, is of 
type S. By direct use of the preceding result we conclude that a is of type S. 
We now go to the interpretation of compactness and connectedness in this 
framework. 
PROPOSITION 12. Let (E, a) be a type-l fuzzy pretopologicul space, a 
being generated by a family 8, JyaIoll of type-l pretopologies or by a system of 
fuzzy preneighbourhoods (we suppose that yI > y2 * gn < Q,). 
Let K be a fuzzy subset such that (Q is Q, compact for every y > 0, then 
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K is 2-compact (in the non-fuzzy case 4 is compact iffor every family 4( liEI, 
4 i c 4, which verifies a finite intersection property we have n, EI gJ4 ,) z 0). 
ProoJ: We consider a family A, lie,, Ai c K, which verifies an a- 
intersection property. Then for every y E ]Oa[ we have n,,,, (&)yf 0 and 
by compactness nis, ~,((4dJ z 0. But n,,, (g&>ly~ fh,, e,((P,)J f 0 so 
9(ni,[ a(AJ) = sup(y ) niel (a(&),# 0) > a which proves that K is 2- 
compact. In counterpart to this result we have: 
PROPOSITION 13. Let (E, a) be a type-I fuzzy pretopological space as in 
the preceding result. Let K be a fuzzy subset which is not 2-compact, then 
there is a non-void open interval (of the lattice [Ol 1) such that for every y in 
it, KY is not 8, compact. 
Proof. Let Ai liEI, Ai c K be a family of fuzzy subsets for which 
mtsr, Ai) > a for every I, finite subset of 1, and 9(niE1 a(A,)) = b < a. For 
every y < a we have niSl, $4Jy# 0 and for every y > b we have 
(ni,, a&NY = 0 and so nisi ~~((4,)~) = 0, which proves the result. About 
the 2-connectedness we have analogous results, in particular: 
PROPOSITION 14. Let (E, a) be a type-I fuzzy pretopological space as in 
the preceding proposition. Let K be a fuzzy subset of E such that for every 
y E [Ol 1, with (Q, # 0, we can assert that (&), is gY connected, then K is 2- 
connected (for 8, a set 4 is not connected if there exist P = Uy=, fi and 
G = Uj’!! , Gi such that p U G = 4 and U% I &,(Fi) n UJ’!! , &(Gi) = 0, where 
a’ stands for the trace on A of q,). 
Proof. Let F, G be fuzzy subsets such that F U G = K, F = Uy=, Fi, 
G = &, Gj. For every y such that (a,# 0, (@,# 0 we have (fl,U (G)?= 
(&), and Uy= 1 e$(F&) n U/“=, &,((G,)$ # 0 (where &, stands for the trace 
on (my of QJ. It is clear that the trace of a on K can be generated in the 
same way as a. In fact we have n,,,el((P)$ = n,,,(e~(B)$n (&)J= 
cn;.,, qXW,,)n cn,,, (K),) = (aQ)L n (I& = Gd4OL So we have 
for every y such that @ly, (@,# 0. By taking the supremum we get 
rp(UF=, a,(F,) n Uy’, a,(G,)) > inf(cp(F), 9(G)) which proves that K is 2- 
connected. We also have in counterpart to this result: 
PROPOSITION 15. Let (E, a) be a type-I fuzzy pretopological space 
generated as in the preceding result. Let K be a non-2-connected fuzzy subset 
of E; then there is an open interval in the lattice [Ol] such thatfor every y in 




If K is not 2-connected we can find F = UF=, Fi and G = IJJ’!=, Gj 
that FuG=K and ~tUi’= 1 ad2’i) n Uj”= 1 a,(Gj)) = 
b < inf(p(F), q(G)) = a. For every y in lb, a[ we have: 
Y > b * i, a#,) n (cj a,#,) = 0 so i, e;((E’)J n ij s;((G& = 0, 
f=l -j=1 Y  i=I j=I 
and this proves that (a, is not gy connected. 
CONCLUSION 
We have begun the translation of concepts related to pretopological spaces 
into the fuzzy set theory. Many practical problems can be formulated in this 
framework. The construction we have developed is in fact a guide, but the 
richness of the possibilities offered by these two theories which we have tried 
to bring together make an exhaustive treatment impossible. 
This phenomenon appears in every theory which treats fuzzy concepts. So 
we only give to practicians a way to build their own models, the possibilities 
for adapting these concepts to practical problems being very broad. We think 
that an extension of these mechanisms to the study of fuzzy preuniformities 
is natural. The simplest way being to use the concept of fuzzy prefilters, and 
as in the classical case this structure can be used to generate a fuzzy 
pretopology. Particularly, the case when these structures are generated by 
some fuzzy proximity indices can be of great practical interest. 
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